
Introduction
The mayor of Eatsville has decided to expand the city to include
a state of the art gourmet restaurant. As one of the townspeople,
you make use of your skills from your previous lifestyle, and
your love of food to seize the opportunity and follow your
lifelong dream of becoming a famous Head Chef.  It will be a
tough road, and you are not the only one with this dream. With
nothing but a food truck you set out on your journey.

Objective
Players race against each other to see who can cook their food
the fastest by combining ingredients. This food grants you points
of FAME. Once you are famous enough you can upgrade your
humble food truck to a café. Keep cooking that food and you
will become the most popularcook in the town! Surely all this
fame is enough for the mayor to recognize you and offer the
position of Head Chef of his state of the art gourmet restaurant.

Game Components:

Ingredient Cards:
INGREDIENT cards are played in combinations to create FOOD.
Playing these combinations will gain you points of FAME, listed
on the MENU card.(Also seen on the top left of the ingredient card with
the highest sequence number in the combination played.)

Card Frequency:
|   12    |   12    |     8    | 5 |     3    |     1    |

Sequence Number:
When making a FOOD, this is
the second card required.

Fame: If this is the last card
played of a FOOD, you will
gain 1point of FAME and will
have made a sausage roll.

Frequency: There are this many
of this INGREDIENT cards in the deck.

Menu Card:
This reference card shows each FOOD, the INGREDIENTS
required to make it, and how much FAME gained when played.
(Example: Playing cards 1.Bread, 2.Meat, and 3.Onion will make a
Hot Dog. Gaining 2 fame when played.)
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Power Cards (6):
* You may activate each POWER card once per game.
* Activating a POWER card costs 1 ACTION CUBE.
* Once activated, turn the POWER card over.

Bad Review: Write 1 bad review for all other players, or 2 bad
reviews for a single player. Each bad review given will reduce
their FAME by 1.
Order Up: Turn over the next 4 cards as leftovers and keep 1.
The remaining cards can be bought for 1 ACTION CUBE by
other players before they are discarded to the trash.
Spill The Beans: Take back 2 ACTION CUBES from your used
ACTION CUBE pile.
Contest Winner: Gain 2 FAME for placing first in a food
contest. Nominate a runner up who also gains 1 FAME.
Double Dip: Draw 4 cards from the deck.
Steal: Look at another players hand and steal 1 card.

Setup:
1.Hand out 1scoring tack card to each player.
2.Shuffle INGREDIENT cards and place them in a draw pile.
3.Hand out a MENU card to each Player.
4.Hand out a set (6) of POWER cards to each player.
5.Each player draws a random CHARACTER card and places

it on the table, face up (only use character cards with the number of
players or less in the bottom right of the card.)

6.Each player takes 5 cubes of their chosen colour.
4 are placed on their CHARACTER card and 1 on the food
truck on their scoring tack card.

7.The player that ate most recently is the starting player.
Play continues clockwise. Deal 4 cards to the last player,
decreasing the starting hand by 1 for each additional player.
(In a 4 player game the starting player will start with 1 ingredient
card)

Character Cards (6):
Each character has their own unique skill.

Salesperson: Gain 1 extra FAME for each sausage roll you
make.
Traveller: Once all your ACTION CUBES are used, draw the
next card from the deck.
Hippy: Return 1 INGREDIENT card of every food you play
back to your hand.
Trader: For the cost of 1 ACTION CUBE, you may trade 3 of
the same INGREDIENTS for 3 FAME.
Stock Taker: Hold up to 5 cards in your hand instead of 4.
Builder: When you or another player upgrades, gain 1 FAME
and draw an INGREDIENT card.

Each player will setup in front of them as below with 1
ingredient, leftover and trash piles in the middle of the table.
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PICK
You may PICK any number of cards from the deck as you have
ACTION CUBES available.

PLAY
* You may play any number of FOOD (combination of

ingredients) from your hand to the trash as you have action
cubes available.

* You may play any number of POWER cards from your set as
you have action cubes available. Once you have used a
POWER card, turn it over.

* You may play any number of TRADES by discarding any pair
of INGREDIENTS to the trash for 1 FAME as you have action
cubes available.

END OF TURN
* You may only have a maximum of 4 cards in your hand at the

end of your turn.
* Should you exceed 4 cards in your hand at the end of your

turn, you must discard excess cards to the LEFTOVERS pile.
* At the end of your turn move all ACTION CUBES from the

right to the left plate of the character card.

DISCARDING CARDS
* Any excess INGREDIENT cards discarded are placed in the

LEFOVERS pile. The LEFOVERS are offered clockwise
around the table for other players to buy for 1 ACTION CUBE.
After each player has decided to buy or to pass, the remaining
cards in the LEFTOVERS pile are placed in the TRASH pile.

* A player may only buy 1 LEFTOVER per turn.
* When you buy a card from the LEFTOVERS pile, move one

ACTION CUBE from the left plate, to the right plate on your
character card.

* You may exceed your hand size when buying cards or using
POWER cards, but must discard down to 4 cards at the end of
your turn.

SCORING
You score by gaining FAME by creating FOOD.
* When playing a FOOD (combination of ingredients), move your

cube up the scoring track equal to the star value on the last
ingredient in the food. (This is also detailed on the menu card)

* You cannot go into negative FAME.
* You cannot progress past 10 FAME without upgrading first.

Example:
Play a Pizza for 5 FAME

Move your cube
forward 5 FAME

UPGRADING
* When you have 10 points of FAME you must place your

next available ACTION CUBE on the Café to upgrade.
* Once you have gained 20 points of FAME you need to place 2

ACTION CUBES on the restaurant to win!

GAME END
The first player to get to the restaurant wins!
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Solo Play
When playing solo you are racing to get to

the restaurant before the deck runs out!

Setup:
1. Shuffle all INGREDIENT cards into a draw pile.
2. Shuffle 3 Bad Reviews, 1 Contest Winner, 3 Double Dips, 2

Order Ups, and 1 Steal POWER card into another draw pile.
3. Place the starting cube on the food truck.
4. Place the MENU card on the table.

How to Play:
1. PICK 3 INGREDIENT cards.
2. PLAY any number of FOOD.
3. Discard down to 5 cards in hand.
4. Turn over and PLAY the next POWER card at the cost of

discarding the top card of the INGREDIENT deck.
6. Go back to step 1

Card Rulings:
1. Bad Review: When bad review is played you lose 2 FAME.
2. Double Dip: When double dip is played, draw 2

INGREDIENT cards instead of 4.
3. Order Up: When order up is played, turn over the next 4

cards, keep 1 and shuffle the rest into the deck.
4. Steal: When steal is played, pick any card from the trash pile.
5. Upgrading: Upgrading costs 1 FAME, and does not have to

be a separate action when playing a FOOD (This means that in
a winning game you would have gained 22 fame).

Game End:
* A winning game finishes when you have gained 22 points of

FAME and thus have reached the restaurant.
* A losing game finishes after your last turn ends.
* The last turn starts when the INGREDIENT deck has been

fully discarded.
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